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driven microcantilevers in liquids
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School of Mechanical Engineering and the Birck Nanotechnology Center, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907
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Magnetic, acoustic, and thermal 共Brownian motion induced兲 excitations are commonly used for
dynamic atomic force microscopy 共AFM兲 in liquids, yet the fundamental differences in
microcantilever vibration response for these different excitations remain poorly understood. In this
work we discuss theoretically and experimentally several major differences between the amplitude
and phase response of magnetically, acoustically, and thermally excited cantilevers in liquids and
propose a way to estimate quantitatively the unsteady structure-borne and fluid-borne excitation
forces acting on the acoustically excited AFM cantilever. The results have significant implications
both for amplitude and frequency modulated AFM operation in liquids. © 2007 American Institute
of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2767202兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic AFM has become a powerful tool for the
nanoscale imaging and spectroscopy of biological samples
under conditions close to their native environments.1,2 In dynamic atomic force microscopy3,4 共AFM兲 a micromechanical
cantilever with a sharp nanoscale tip is driven near resonance
and scanned over the sample with certain feedback control
laws. The amplitude and phase of tip oscillation are then
used to extract information about the topography surface
properties. Because the lateral forces applied to the sample
are very small in dynamic AFM the tip is unlikely to detach
weakly bonded samples from the substrate surface.
Magnetic, acoustic, and thermal excitations are the three
main ways to oscillate the AFM cantilevers in liquid environments. In the acoustic mode the cantilever is excited by
high frequency vibration from a piezoelectric transducer,
also known as a dither piezo, attached to the cantilever chip
holder. The vibration of the large surface area of the cantilever chip drives unsteady liquid motion in the liquid cell.
Thus the cantilever is not only driven by direct inertial excitation due to its oscillating base 共the AFM cantilever chip兲,
but also indirectly by the unsteady fluid motion. Thus the
cantilever is excited simultaneously by two mechanisms—
共a兲 structure-borne excitation and 共b兲 fluid-borne excitation.
For this reason, in a frequency sweep, the measured cantilever response shows spurious resonances due to hydrodynamic modes of the surrounding fluid, the cantilever chip
holder and some other parts of the AFM hardware, causing
selection of natural frequency of the cantilever difficult.3–8
These unwanted mechanical excitations could also disturb
the optical path of the detection system, rendering it less
sensitive to the approach of sample.4 Another problem is that
acoustic excitation may result in sonication of molecular
samples, causing sample instability and motion.9 While it is
possible to reduce the spurious resonances by improving the
cantilever holder design 共Maali et al.10,11兲, it is usually diffia兲
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cult to eliminate them entirely. Moreover, as we will show in
this article, the measured quantity is the bending of the cantilever and not the absolute tip motion. In spite of these potential disadvantages, the acoustic mode is used by accomplished experimental groups to obtain high quality images in
liquids; for example, Moreno-Herrero et al. successfully imaged purple membranes in liquid, with a relatively high scan
speed of 3–7 lines per second.1 Moreover, frequency modulation AFM 共FM-AFM兲 using acoustic excitation has been
developed to achieve true atomic resolution in liquids.12,13
In the magnetic mode4 a magnetized cantilever is directly excited by an external magnetic field. Cantilevers can
be magnetized by gluing a magnetic particle at the edge of
the cantilever;14–16 but most commercial magnetized cantilevers have a thin magnetic film deposited behind the tip.4,9
Magnetic excitation yields a much clearer vibration response
peak, and the measured quantity is the absolute motion of the
tip. However, this technique has its own drawbacks: 共a兲 It
requires additional hardware and the manufacture of magnetized cantilevers is more complex and expensive, 共b兲 the
magnetic coating does not only change the stiffness and
bending angle of the cantilever, but the magnetic metal ions
could also contaminate the sample, and 共c兲 the liquid cell
may be heated by the electromagnet.
When the microcantilever is in thermal equilibrium with
the surrounding liquid, it is excited by collisions from the
Brownian motion of liquid molecules. This thermal excitation of microcantilevers is commonly used to extract the wet
resonance frequencies and quality factors 共Q factors兲 of its
resonances. More recently a thermally driven frequency
modulated AFM technique has been developed.17
Several other excitation mechanisms are available to excite the microcantilever, however, they are not as commonly
used as the three excitation mechanisms described earlier.
For example, Rogers et al. successfully used a piezoelectric
microactuated probe to create a clear, single peak;5 Tamayo
et al. developed the high Q-factor control technique6 to significantly amplify the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever
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alone; Bugiun et al. oscillated the cantilever by passing an
alternating current along it while it is placed in a permanent
magnetic field;7 and Ratcliff et al. took advantage of the
temperature-sensitive bending properties of metal-coated
silicon nitride cantilevers to induce vibrations in the lever
using a modulated laser.18
Arguably the most important cantilever excitation
mechanisms for AFM operation in liquids remain the magnetic, acoustic, and thermal excitations; yet the differences in
cantilever dynamics between these three excitations remain
poorly understood. Furthermore, in acoustic mode AFM it is
not at all clear how the cantilever is actually excited—
whether by inertial excitation from a vibrating base
共structure-borne excitation兲 or from unsteady fluid motion
generated by the vibrating cantilever chip 共fluid-borne excitation兲. Without quantitative knowledge of the fluid-borne
excitation it is difficult to estimate quantitatively or control
the tip-sample interaction force and energy dissipation.
In this article, we present careful experiments with several different AFM cantilevers that demonstrate clearly the
differences between the amplitude and phase response of the
levers due to these different excitations. We also derive
simple models based on transfer functions19 that capture correctly the observed magnetic and thermal excitation response
and predict an “ideal” acoustic mode response that does not
consider the influence of fluid-borne excitation. Using this
ideal theoretical model and the measured response, we propose a simple way to quantify the fluid-borne excitation
force acting on the AFM cantilever in the acoustic mode. We
show in fact that during acoustic excitation in liquids, the
contribution of the fluid-borne excitation is comparable to,
sometimes even greater than the structure-borne excitation.
Finally, we discuss the implications of our results for dynamic AFM in liquids.
The organization of this article is as follows: in Sec. II
we derive the transfer functions for magnetic, ideal acoustic,
and Brownian motion driven cantilevers, and propose a way
to determine the fluid-borne unsteady hydrodynamic forces
in acoustic mode AFM; in Sec. III we set up experiments to
verify our theoretical models; and in Sec. IV we discuss the
implication of our results for dynamic AFM in liquids and
summarize our conclusions.
II. THEORETICAL MODELS AND TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS

The measured output from an AFM is the bending
共which can be converted to the tip motion relative to the
cantilever chip兲 of the cantilever at its free end, while the
inputs can be regarded to be the different forms of excitation.
The transfer function of the cantilever in each case is simply
the steady state amplitude and phase of the output 共cantilever
bending兲 with respect to harmonic input at a specific drive
frequency. The development of accurate transfer functions
requires 共a兲 accurate modeling of the cantilever dynamics,
共b兲 of the excitation mechanism 共input兲, and 共c兲 of the hydrodynamic resistance of the surrounding fluid which
changes significantly the resonance frequency and Q factors
of each cantilever mode. In what follows we derive such
transfer functions for magnetically, acoustically, and ther-

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 A schematic showing the different tip motions measured in the magnetic mode and acoustic mode. In magnetic mode the measured tip motion is the absolute tip motion w共x , t兲. While in the acoustic
mode the measured motion w共x , t兲 共transverse cantilever deflection兲 is the
tip motion u共x , t兲 relative to the base motion y共t兲.

mally excited cantilevers in fluidic environment. We focus in
this article only on the cantilever dynamics in the absence of
tip-sample forces. Moreover, we only consider uniform, rectangular levers with the understanding that dynamic response
is qualitatively similar regardless of the geometrical shape of
the AFM probe.

A. Magnetic mode response

In the magnetic mode the oscillations of the microcantilever about its static equilibrium position 关Fig. 1共a兲兴 are governed by
EI

4w共x,t兲
2w共x,t兲
+

A
= f h共w,ẇ兲 + f dr共t兲,
c
 x4
 t2

共1兲

where w共x , t兲 is the transverse cantilever deflection, EI is its
flexural rigidity, c is the mass density, L is the length, A
= b ⫻ h is the area of the cross section, b and h are the width
and thickness of the microcantilever, respectively, f dr is the
magnetic excitation force per unit length, and f h is the hydrodynamic resistance per unit length to cantilever motion.
f h can be derived conveniently for rectangular levers using
Tuck–Sader hydrodynamics.20–22 Without sample contact, an
AFM cantilever is clamped at one end and free at the other
end.
We assume that the cantilever is driven near its ith mode
resonance frequency. Then the transverse cantilever deflection w共x , t兲 can be written as
w共x,t兲 = c1共t兲i共x兲,

共2兲

where ci共t兲 is the complex magnitude of the ith mode, and
i共x兲 is the normalized eigenfunction of the ith bending
mode of a uniform thin rectangular beam.23 Each eigenfunction is normalized so that i共L兲 = 1, thus ci共t兲 is exactly the
measured tip motion.
The steady state dynamics of Eq. 共1兲 can be rewritten in
the frequency domain using Eq. 共2兲 as
EICi共兲i,xxxx共x兲 − 2cACi共兲i共x兲 = Fh共兲 + Fdr共兲.
共3兲
For a rectangular cantilever vibrating driven with frequency
, the hydrodynamic resistance Fh is given by21
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F h共  兲 =
=

 2 2
 f b  ⌫rect共j兲W共x兩兲
4

2u共L,t兲
= 0,
 x2

 2 2
 f b  ⌫rect共j兲Ci共兲i共x兲,
4

共4兲

where  f is the mass density of the surrounding fluid and
⌫rect is the hydrodynamic function for a beam with a rectangular cross section. Multiplication of Eq. 共3兲 by i共x兲 and
integration over the length of the cantilever leads to the following transfer function that is valid for the ith eigenmode of
a magnetically excited cantilever

冏 冏
C i共  兲
Fdr共兲
=

magnetic

␤ iL

冉

冊


EI共i/L兲 ⫻ ␣iL −  cA +  f b2⌫rect ⫻ ␣iL
4
4

2

,

共5兲
where ␣iL = 兰L0 2i dx, ␤iL = 兰L0 idx, and i is the ith modal
wavelength. Note here Fdr共兲 is the magnetic drive force per
total
共兲
unit length. The total magnetic excitation force Fdr
total
should be Fdr 共兲 = Fdr共兲 ⫻ L. For the first mode, ␣1
= 0.2500, ␤1 = 0.3519, 1 = 1.8751, Eq. 共5兲 becomes

冏

C 1共  兲
total
Fdr
共兲

冏

3u共L,t兲
= 0,
 x3

共8兲

where u共t兲 is the absolute cantilever motion. As we can see
in Fig. 1共b兲, contrary to the magnetic mode, the measured
quantity w共x , t兲 共transverse cantilever deflection兲 in the
acoustic mode is the tip motion u共t兲 relative to the base motion y共t兲:
共9兲

w共x,t兲 = u共x,t兲 − y共t兲.

Note that in Eq. 共7兲 we consider the absolute tip motion
u共x , t兲 in an absolute, inertial reference frame, and the inertial excitation force is taken care of by the moving boundary
condition. When posed in a noninertial reference frame moving with the base of the cantilever, the inertial term reappears
naturally as an external driving force.
Following the same procedure as in Sec. II A, we can get
the following transfer function for the ideal acoustic excitation of the ith eigenmode:

冏 冏
C i共  兲
Y共兲

ideal
acoustic

冉

冊

 2
 f b ⌫rect ⫻ ␤iL
4
=
.
 2
4
2
EI共i/L兲 ⫻ ␣iL −  cA +  f b ⌫rect ⫻ ␣iL
4
 2  cA +

冉

冊

共10兲
magnetic

For the first bending mode, i = 1, we get

0.3915
=
,

1.0302kc − 2 cA +  f b2⌫rect ⫻ 0.25L
4

冉

冊

共6兲

where kc is the cantilever stiffness and kc = 3EI / L3. Equation
共6兲 gives the transfer function for the first mode of magnetically excited cantilever motion. Given an input magnetic
total
共兲, the output, the measured tip motion C1共兲,
force Fdr
can be calculated using Eq. 共6兲.

B. Ideal acoustic mode response

with boundary conditions
u共0,t兲 = y共t兲,

 u共0,t兲
= 0,
x

C i共  兲
Y共兲

ideal
acoustic

冉

冊

 2
 f b ⌫rect ⫻ 0.3915L
4
=
.
 2
2
1.0302kc −  cA +  f b ⌫rect ⫻ 0.25L
4
 2  cA +

冉

冊

共11兲

Here the input is the base amplitude Y共兲 and the output is
the measured tip motion C1共兲.
C. Brownian motion response

Figure 1共b兲 shows the diagram of cantilever motion in
acoustic mode in liquids. The cantilever is excited simultaneously by a structure-borne and a fluid-borne excitation. In
this section we consider the ideal situation, i.e., we consider
only the structure-borne excitation here. In Sec. II E we will
include the fluid-borne excitation generated by the vibrating
cantilever holder.
The governing equation for the transverse displacements
of the cantilever driven in the ideal acoustic mode is

4u共x,t兲
2u共x,t兲
+  cA
= f h共u,u̇兲,
EI
4
x
 t2

冏 冏

共7兲

The governing equation for Brownian motion induced
cantilever oscillation can be written as
EI

4w共x,t兲
2w共x,t兲
+  cA
= f h共w,ẇ兲 + f B ,
4
x
 t2

共12兲

where f B is the thermal fluctuating 共Brownian兲 force. The
spectral density of the Brownian force is not white and can
be determined by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem24
FB共兲 = 4KBT

冉 冊

 2
 f b  ⫻ img兵⌫rect共j兲其,
4

共13兲

where KB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, and img兵⌫rect共j兲其 indicates the imaginary part of the
hydrodynamic function ⌫rect共j兲. The transfer function for
the response of the first mode due to Brownian motion induced forcing can be shown to be
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TABLE I. Properties of magnetized silicon microcantilevers and surrounding fluid
Description

Value
L = 250I / 300II / 350III m
b = 35 m
h = 1.5− 1.7 m
c = 2300 kg/ m3
E = 130 GPa
 f = 1000 kg/ m3
 = 1.0e − 3 kg/ ms
 f = 1.18 kg/ m3
 = 1.86e − 5 kg/ ms

Cantilever length
Cantilever width
Cantilever thickness
Cantilever material density
Cantilever Young’s modulus
Material density of water
Viscosity of water
Material density of air
Viscosity of air

冏 冏
冉 冊
C 1共  兲
TKB

Brownian

 2
 f b  ⫻ img兵⌫rect共j兲其 ⫻ 0.3915L
4
=
.
 2
2
1.0302kc −  cA +  f b ⌫rect ⫻ 0.25L
4
4

冉

冊

共14兲

Again the output is the measured tip motion C1共兲 at a given
absolute temperature T.
D. Comparison of magnetic, ideal acoustic, and
Brownian transfer functions in liquids

We now compare the predictions of the transfer functions 共6兲, 共11兲, and 共14兲 for specific cantilevers for which
experimental data are presented later in this article. All the
key parameters needed for computing these transfer functions are listed in Table I. Cantilever parameters are acquired
from the manufacturer and calibrated experimentally using
Sader’s method.25 These are low-frequency 共3–10 kHz in
liquids兲 and soft 共0.1–0.3 N/m兲 cantilevers which are typical
for imaging biological samples in liquids. Cantilevers are
oscillating in de-ionized water and air at room temperature
共20 ° C兲.
The theoretically predicted transfer functions in water
and air of the magnetic mode, ideal acoustic mode, and
Brownian motion of cantilever II 共300 m long兲 are plotted
in Fig. 2. In water, both the Q factor and the resonance
frequencies clearly decrease compared to the case in air.
Moreover, it is clear that there are major differences in water
between the theoretical transfer functions of the three excitation mechanisms 关Fig. 2共a兲兴; in contrast, these differences
vanish in air 关Fig. 2共b兲兴. The following are the major differences between the theoretical responses of the microcantilever under different excitations in liquids:
共1兲 Peak-frequency response: The peak frequency of the
ideal acoustic mode is actually higher than the peak frequency of Brownian motion, and the peak frequency of
Brownian motion is slightly higher than the peak frequency of the magnetic mode. Note that the undamped
resonance frequency of the cantilever lies between the
peak frequency of the magnetic mode and the ideal
acoustic mode. As the quality factor increases, the difference between these three peak frequencies decreases.

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 This figure shows the theoretical transfer functions of
magnetic and acoustic modes and Brownian motion for cantilever II
共300 m, Table I兲 in 共a兲 water and 共b兲 in air. In water, both the Q factor and
the resonance frequencies clearly decrease compared to the case in air, thus
the peak frequencies of the magnetic mode, ideal acoustic mode, and
Brownian motion are not the same, and the phase responses are different
too. In the ideal acoustic mode one phase angle can correspond to two
frequencies, for example, points ¬ and −. While in air the difference between these transfer functions is nearly indistinguishable.

So in air or vacuum the difference between these three
peaks 共and transfer functions兲 is nearly indistinguishable
关Fig. 2共b兲兴. However, as we will see from experimental
data, these differences are quite significant in low-Q environments in liquids.
共2兲 Observable quantity: In magnetic mode the measured
quantity is the absolute motion of the tip 关see w共L , t兲 in
Fig. 1共a兲兴. While in acoustic mode the measured quantity is not the absolute tip motion but the bending of the
cantilever 关see w共L , t兲 in Fig. 1共b兲兴; in air this difference
is negligible, but in liquids when Q factor is low the
amplitude of base motion is comparable to the amplitude
of tip motion.
共3兲 Low and high-frequency response: At zero frequency the
response amplitude of the ideal acoustic mode is zero
while in magnetic mode the response amplitude is not.
When the frequency is far above resonance, the response
amplitude of the ideal acoustic mode will be same as the
base motion 共dither vibration兲 amplitude while in magnetic mode it goes to zero.
共4兲 Phase response: In the magnetic mode the amplitude and
phase characteristics are uniquely related; while in the
ideal acoustic mode one phase angle can correspond to
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two drive frequencies, for example, points ¬and − in
Fig. 2共a兲 correspond to different drive frequencies but
their phase is the same.

Ffluid共兲 =

Note that the ideal acoustic mode response matches perfectly with what was measured experimentally by Jai et al.11
by improving the cantilever holder design to remove the spurious peaks not corresponding to the resonance frequencies
of the cantilever oscillation.10

The ideal acoustic mode described earlier neglects the
influence of fluid-borne excitation. Now we will include this
effect and aim to answer the following important questions—
共a兲 How much does the fluid-borne excitation contribute to
cantilever motion compared with the structure-borne excitation? 共b兲 Can we quantify the fluid-borne excitation force?
To answer these questions, we include the fluid-borne excitation force f fluid in the governing equation

4u共x,t兲
2u共x,t兲
+  cA
= f h共u,u̇兲 + f fluid共u f ,u̇ f 兲.
4
x
 t2

U f 共兲 = Y共兲 ⫻ Afluid共兲,

冏 冏
C 1共  兲
Y共兲

再

共15兲

=
acoustic

冉

冊

By comparing the transfer function of the ideal acoustic
mode Eq. 共11兲 and real acoustic mode Eq. 共18兲, we can calculate the response of the fluid-borne excitation as

冏 冏
冏 冏
C 1共  兲
Y共兲
=

fluid-borne

acoustic

C 1共  兲
Y共兲

real

−
acoustic

冏 冏
C 1共  兲
Y共兲

ideal
acoustic


2  f b2⌫rect共兲Afluid共兲 ⫻ 0.3915L
4
=
.
 2
2
1.0302kc −  cA +  f b ⌫rect ⫻ 0.25L
4

冉

冎

 2
 f b ⌫rect共j兲 ⫻ 关1 + Afluid共兲兴 ⫻ 0.3915L
4
.

1.0302kc − 2 cA +  f b2⌫rect ⫻ 0.25L
4

 2  cA +

冊

共17兲

where Afluid共兲 is the fluid drive spectrum, which is a nondimensional number. Once A fluid共兲 is determined experimentally, Eqs. 共16兲 and 共17兲 can be used to determine the fluidborne excitation force.
Inserting Eqs. 共16兲 and 共17兲 into Eq. 共15兲, we arrive at
the transfer function for the response of the microcantilever
in its first eigenmode under real acoustic excitation

The fluid-borne excitation force f fluid can be, in general, written in the frequency domain as20–22

real

共16兲

where u f is the local flow motion generated by the vibrating
cantilever chip, which strongly depends on the liquid cell
geometry, the cantilever chip holder structure, and the fluid
properties. U f 共兲 is the Fourier transform of u f . It is difficult
to model this local flow transient motion. However, since the
fluid motion is primarily generated by the vibrating cantilever chip, we can assume that U f is proportional to the amplitude of the cantilever chip vibration

E. Real acoustic mode response

EI

 2 2
 f b  ⌫rect共j兲U f 共兲,
4

共18兲

after the cantilever fully contacts the sample surface兲, all the
other parameters on the right side are known except Afluid共兲.
Thus we can extract Afluid共兲 from a set of frequency sweep
data with a known base amplitude using Eq. 共18兲. Once
Afluid共兲 is obtained, we can answer our fundamental questions proposed at the beginning of this section. Moreover, the
fluid-borne excitation force can be easily calculated using
Eqs. 共16兲 and 共17兲. In what follows we describe the results of
such an approach using real experimental data.

共19兲

Equations 共11兲 and 共19兲 give the contributions to the overall
cantilever response of the structure-borne excitation and the
fluid-borne excitation in the acoustic mode response.
Equation 共18兲 provides a convenient way to extract the
fluid drive spectrum Afluid共兲 experimentally. In Eq. 共18兲,
C1共兲 can be measured by making frequency sweep curve,
Y共兲 is ⬃ constant over the frequency domain and can be
determined by measuring the residual vibration 共vibration

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Schematic of experiment setup. A piezoelectric transducer is attached to the cantilever holder and a magnetic coil is placed at the
bottom the sample plate. This system allows us to switch from acoustic
mode to magnetic mode without changing any hardware or realigning the
laser beam.
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 The fluid drive spectra Afluid共兲 of three neighboring
cantilevers 共Table I兲 plotted using the method we described in Sec. II E.

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 共a兲 A comparison of cantilever response in water with
magnetic and thermal excitation and 共b兲 a comparison of cantilever response
in water with magnetic and acoustic excitation. Both experimental 共solid兲
and theoretical 共dashed兲 results repeated from Fig. 2共a兲 are plotted. All data
are presented for cantilever II 共300 m long, Table I兲. The theoretically
predicted differences between the magnetically and thermally excited cantilever are clearly observed in experimental data. However, due to the liquid
cell dynamics many artificial resonance peaks arise in the frequency sweep
curve of the experimental acoustic mode.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING AND FREQUENCY
SWEEP CURVES

The experiment setup consists of an Agilent 5500 AFM
system, an external Signal Recovery lock-in amplifier, and a
data acquisition system based on National Instruments 5911
boards. Amplitude and phase data of magnetic and acoustic
mode were acquired using the lock-in amplifier and the AFM
control system. Thermal noise data were collected by the
data acquisition system with 106 Hz sampling rate. The
schematic of the AFM scanner and the liquid cell is shown in
Fig. 3. A piezoelectric transducer is attached to the cantilever
holder and a magnetic coil is placed at the bottom the sample
plate. This system allows us to switch from acoustic mode to
magnetic mode without changing any hardware or moving
the chip, realigning the laser beam, thus ensuring a true comparison of different excitation mechanisms under identical
conditions.
Experiments are performed in de-ionized water at room
temperature 共20 ° C兲. Five chips of magnetically coated cantilevers 共Agilent Technologies兲, with three cantilevers 共cantilever properties are listed in Table I兲 on each chip have
been tested in this experiment. The results are all repeatable.
Figure 4 shows one set of normalized frequency sweeps of

acoustic and magnetic modes and frequency spectrum of
thermal noise of cantilever II 共300 m long兲 together with
their corresponding theoretical curves repeated from Fig.
2共a兲. The plots do not show the frequency range ⬍1 kHz
because there is a high-pass 共⬎1 kHz兲 filter in our system.
First we compare the magnetic mode and thermal noise
spectrum in Fig. 4共a兲. The amplitude response of thermal
noise is obtained from the square root of the power spectrum
density of thermal noise 共106 data points, 106 Hz sampling
rate兲 and then smoothed using the moving-average method
by MATLAB. The phase response of the thermal noise cannot
be extracted by this method. As can be seen, the experimental peak frequency of thermal noise spectrum is slightly
higher than that of the magnetic mode and the amplitude of
magnetic mode at low frequency is not zero. The theoretically predicted transfer functions for the magnetic and thermal excitation 共dashed curves兲 match excellently with experimental data.
In Fig. 4共b兲 we compare the magnetic mode with the
acoustic mode response. As we have mentioned before,
many artificial resonance peaks which are not related to the
true dynamics of the cantilever are observed in the spectra of
the real acoustic mode, making it very different from the
ideal acoustic mode prediction. The phase information of the
acoustic mode is also “contaminated” by these artificial
resonances—one phase angle can correspond to two or more
drive frequencies. In spite of these effects we can still observe some phenomena that are predicted from the theoretical transfer function analysis: the peak frequency of the
acoustic mode is larger than that of the magnetic mode and
the oscillation magnitude of the cantilever is nearly zero at
low excitation frequencies in the acoustic mode.
We now use the method proposed in Sec. II E to extract
the fluid drive spectrum Afluid共兲 for the acoustically excited
levers. We focus on three cantilevers which are on the same
chip and next to each other. The properties of these three
cantilevers are the same except their lengths are 250, 300,
and 350 m, respectively 共see Table I兲. The extracted
Afluid共兲 for the three cantilevers are plotted in Fig. 5. As we
expect, since the experimental environments for the three
cantilevers are almost the same, the resulting three Afluid共兲
spectra are very similar: the peaks are at the same frequencies, only the magnitudes vary slightly.
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that the structure-borne excitation is negligible. We have already seen in this work that although the structure-borne excitation is smaller than the fluid-borne vibration, it is by no
means negligible.
IV. IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results presented earlier bear significant implications
for amplitude and frequency modulated AFM in liquid environments:

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Comparison of responses of fluid-borne and
structure-borne excitation for three neighboring cantilevers 共Table I兲. The
ratio of responses due to fluid-borne and fluid-borne excitation is mostly in
the range of 关0.5–4兴, and often larger than 1.

We also compare the contributions of the structure-borne
and fluid-borne excitation on the three cantilevers described
earlier. Figure 6 is the plot of the ratio of the right side of Eq.
共19兲 to the right side of Eq. 共11兲 evaluated using the method
described for the three cantilevers. It is clearly seen that the
ratio is mostly in the range of 关0.5–4兴 and often larger than 1.
This means that the contribution of the fluid-borne excitation
is comparable to, and most of the time even greater than, the
structure-borne excitation. We thus conclude that the cantilever in real acoustic mode is significantly excited by the unsteady fluid-borne excitation force in liquids.
It is interesting to compare our results with those of
Schaffer et al.8 who present a different way to extract the
fluid drive spectrum. According to Schaffer et al., the cantilever response spectrum of acoustic mode is the product of a
fluid drive spectrum, which only depends on the experimental settings, and the thermal noise spectrum, which only depends on the cantilever and fluid. It is clear from Eq. 共18兲
that the model of Schaffer et al. is a special case of our more
general model. Specifically, we recover Schaffer et al.’s
model when Afluid共兲  1 so that the cA term and
共 / 4兲 f b2⌫rect共j兲 ⫻ 1 term in the denominator can be neglected in Eq. 共18兲,

冏 冏
C 1共  兲
Y共兲

real
acoustic

 2 2
 f b  ⌫rect共兲 ⫻ Afluid共兲 ⫻ 0.3915L
4
=

1.0302kc − 2 cA +  f b2⌫rect共兲 ⫻ 0.25L
4

冉

= Afluid共兲 ⫻

冏 冏
C 1共  兲
Fdr共兲

⫻
magnetic

冋

冊

册

 2 2
 f b  ⌫rect共兲 .
4
共20兲

Now the cantilever response spectrum of real acoustic mode
is the product of a fluid drive spectrum Afluid共兲 and the
magnetic mode spectrum 共which is very similar to the thermal noise spectrum兲 scaled by the term 关 f b22⌫rect共兲 / 4兴.
This implies that Schaffer et al.’s model assumes implicitly

共1兲 In the magnetic mode, the cantilever responds significantly even at low drive frequencies. In fact, since the Q
factor in liquid is quite low, the response magnitude at
low frequency is comparable to the peak magnitude.
This implies that the magnetic mode can be operated at
frequency lower than the peak frequency. In fact
Schindler et al. have pointed out that the best sensitivity
for molecular recognition magnetic mode AFM is always obtained at the left side of the resonance.26
共2兲 In the acoustic mode the measured quantity is not the
absolute tip motion but the bending of the cantilever
共i.e., the relative tip motion to the base motion兲. In low
Q-factor systems the amplitude of base motion is comparable to the amplitude of absolute tip motion, making
the measured quantity very different from the absolute
tip motion.
共3兲 For the acoustic mode in liquids, it is essential to locate
the resonance frequency of the cantilever which sometimes could be submerged in the “forest of peaks.”8
From our results we know that the peak frequency of the
ideal acoustic acous is larger than the undamped resonance frequency 0 while the peak frequency of the
magnetic mode mag or the peak frequency of the spectra of thermal noise thermal is smaller than 0. Thus
while using acoustically excited AFM, one should
choose a drive frequency which is close to but slightly
greater than thermal 共or mag兲. So long as we can identify
the resonance peak of the cantilever, we can use amplitude modulation AFM 共AM-AFM兲 by acoustically excited the cantilever.
共4兲 For frequency modulation AFM 共FM-AFM兲, both welldefined resonance peak and phase signal are essential.
This is no problem with the magnetic mode27 because
both amplitude and phase responses are very clear 关Fig.
4共a兲兴. But for the acoustic mode, one phase angle can
correspond to two or more frequencies due to the artificial resonance peaks, for example, points ¬ and − in
Fig. 4共b兲 have the same phase and their drive frequencies are very close. Clearly, if the operating phase is not
chosen correctly, then the working frequency could
jump from one drive frequency to another leading to
unstable scanning.
共5兲 Recently, extensive efforts have been made to estimate
the tip-sample interaction force and energy
dissipation28,29 in dynamic AFM in air. However, these
results cannot directly be applied to acoustically driven
cantilevers in liquids because the assumed relationship
A0 = QAd between the drive amplitude Ad and free oscillation amplitude A0 is no longer valid due to low Q
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factors and the significant presence of fluid-borne excitation force. In principle, with accurate knowledge of
transfer functions and of the fluid-borne forces as outlined in this article, it becomes possible to measure tipsample energy dissipation in liquids using acoustic
excitation.
In summary, the theoretical and experimental differences
between the response of AFM microcantilevers in liquids to
magnetic, acoustic, and thermal 共Brownian motion induced兲
excitations have been clearly outlined. Some differences are
subtle such as those between thermal excitation and magnetic excitation, while others are large such as for ideal and
real acoustic modes. A method has been proposed to estimate
quantitatively the unsteady structure-borne and fluid-borne
excitation forces acting on the acoustically excited AFM cantilever. The results have significant implications both for amplitude and frequency modulated AFM operation in liquids.
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